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Introduction
• Measures taken by government over COVID-19 crisis has brought a drastic shift in

consumer behavior.
• The auto insurance sector has seen such a massive decline for the first time since

the 2008.
• U.S. driving mileage fell by 80% compared to just a couple of months ago, forcing

customers consider alternatives to save money on policy.
• The sector needs to make strategic changes to respond to the crisis as uncertainty

prevails over pre-COVID consumer life.

The second pandemic of the 21st century has hit the globe harder than the first. Due to
its much more contagious and lethal nature, COVID-19 has forced majority of the
countries across the globe to adopt either complete or partial lockdown, unlike H1N1.
The remaining ones are also practising some sort of restriction in day-to-day lives.

The novel coronavirus has not only changed consumer behavior but also negatively
impacted the auto insurance sector. Some lessons and parallels from history will allow
the industry to predict the economic impact following the pandemic.

The auto-insurance sector, like the rest, has also been susceptible to the impact of
lockdown. It is paramount to analyze how this situation will impact the sector in the
short run and how it will shape the industry which was on the cusp of major
transformation with incorporation of technology solutions.

If we take the specific case of the United States, which resonates across all the other
countries facing novel corona crisis, time spent behind the wheel by drivers has reduced
drastically in these unprecedented times.



In the United States alone, government measures following the COVID-19 crisis has
impacted driving mileage which fell by 80% compared to just a couple of months ago.

Global population is still not sure when the lockdown and work from home measures
will end and when, if ever, life and driving in particular will return to pre-COVID normal.
In light of these changes in usage and consumer behavior of vehicle owners auto
insurance sector should be prepared to offer befitting services.

The number of customers who said they will cancel their auto insurance policy has
grown four times in the past four weeks, from 2% to 8% as a result of the drop in
driving mileage in the United States. Definitely challenging times for the industry.

Measures taken by Auto Insurance Companies
• Companies that sell 82% of the auto insurance policies have announced rebates

and discounts totalling a whopping $10 Billion.
• J.D. Power study finds 57% customers are still unsatisfied despite the discounts.
• Customers are looking for alternatives like reducing coverage, shopping for

another carrier, and increasing deductibles.
• Survey shows customers are 8x more likely to shop around for coverage after

being informed of the premium relief.

Major companies that sell 82% of the auto insurance policies in the U.S. have
announced discounts and rebates to help the public and earn their trust in these
difficult times. These companies have in total announced $10 billion in discounts and
rebates to be rolled out over the period of the next couple of months.

While this is a generous gesture on the part of insurers, its effectiveness remains in
doubt. A study by J.D. Power has found that not a lot of customers are even aware that



the discounts exist. Of the customer respondents to the study’s survey, only 37% said
they were aware of the discounts as of April 14. But even among those who knew that
the discounts are being offered, 50% were more likely to shop for new insurance,
switch and/or cancel their policies.

Of the respondents who said they were aware of the discounts, 57% said that the
premium relief being offered was not enough. These customers want even more relief
and have turned to other methods to further drive down their insurance costs, such as
reducing coverage (30%), shopping for another carrier (27%), and increasing
deductibles (26%).
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The data analytics and consumer intelligence company’s study suggested that once
customers become aware of the premium relief being offered by their auto insurer,
they are nearly 1.8x more likely to shop around for coverage.

Customer satisfaction over the premium relief measures has also dived, the study said.
Among the customers contacted in the survey, customers who say they are "very
satisfied" with the way their insurer responded to the pandemic has declined 27% over
the last four weeks.

This begs the question if the move by insurers has not been well received by the U.S.
citizens, what is the alternative that the consumers are seeking, and insurers can offer
to enhance customer satisfaction and retention?



Pay As You Drive Policies
• Pay As You Drive insurance policies to play a vital role in the crisis.
• How it works: You’ll pay a low fixed rate, plus a few cents for each mile you drive.
• PAYD insurance offerings to set insurers apart from competition providing rebates

and discounts.
• J.D. Power’s study says 40% of customers are more willing to consider usage-based

insurance.

One of the ideas being evaluated in these times is Pay As You Drive (PAYD), wherein the
customer only must pay for the miles he drives, along with a one-time fixed cost. The
fixed cost would cover third-party damages plus non-driving risks, like theft, etc.

PAYD could be offered with the following payment options:

• Fixed cost could be paid monthly or annually.
• Mileage based variable cost could be billed per trip, daily, weekly, or monthly.

Over and above the fixed cost, premium would be charged based on the number of
miles driven, which is calculated using tech solutions.

The pandemic and economic slowdown make PAYD the best fit solution for motor
insurers in these times as the negative impact on consumer behavior from the crisis
will last for months or even years based on estimates of economists across the globe.



PAYD helps insurers set themselves apart from competition as they can offer lower
premium to consumers based on their usage and help them save money.

According to J.D. Power’s study, 40% of auto insurance customers last week said they
are more willing to consider usage-based insurance – nearly three times higher than it
was three weeks ago. The study also found that the number of people who have signed
up for usage-based auto insurance programs has surged.

Types of PAYD policies:

While the overarching theme of PAYD is that premiums are calculated based on
monthly usage, there are different approaches for it, outlined below.

1) Self-Declaration of Mileage
In this option, we rely upon the car's Odometer itself to measure the miles driven by
customers. The way it works is:

1. Upon purchasing the policy, customers take a picture of their odometer with the
insurer's app.

2. The app processes the image to read the total miles driven in the car till that day.
3. At the end of the month, the customer is reminded to take the next picture. Miles

driven is measured and the monthly premium is calculated.
4. In case there is a claim, the vehicle odometer is inspected to confirm the mileage

uploaded by the driver.

The technology required for this offering is the simplest to implement, with go-to
market of less than 4 weeks.

2) Miles per month Package
In this policy offering, the insurer offers customers the option of defining their monthly
mileage cap, typical of which are 250 miles, 500 miles, or 750 miles. If the driver
exceeds their purchased quota, they can either automatically upgrade for that month
to the next band, or add top-ups in the quantum of 50 miles.

For a successful implementation of this offering, we need to rely on technology for
accurate mileage measurement. Smartphone based solutions remain the easiest to
implement. Kruzr has built a world's first solution which works by leveraging the car's in
built CarPlay or Android Auto. A custom-built hardware, like OBD-2 devices can help
implement this in cars which do not come with CarPlay.



3) Pay for Miles driven per trip
This is the truest form of a PAYD offering, in which the distance travelled is calculated
for every trip using a stand-alone hardware which is capable of measuring the distance
travelled (using GPS), and sharing that data with the insurer after every trip. This
information is conveyed back to the driver through the insurance app.

While this ensures accuracy, this option has a major challenge: up-front cost of
expensive hardware, which will have to be borne by the insurer (even if it gets
recovered through monthly fees), plus the operational hassles of procuring and
distributing these devices.

Long-term Impact of Economic Slowdown on 
Auto Insurance; Parallels of the 2008 Recession
• Driving is not going to return to normal right away. Maybe even year. PAYD is the

best solution.
• Rising unemployment rates and down sliding stock markets across the globe

indicate that a recession is inevitable.
• Studies on Recession of 2008 show economic downturn is the ideal time to identify

bad and good drivers.
• Modern technology in the current economic conditions could help insurers better

segregate and help unsafe drivers.
• After pandemic crisis ends, driving mileage to restore as statistics show mileage

does not decrease due to financial crisis.

The world economy has seen a great downturn due to the pandemic and the measures
that followed it. The unemployment rates across the developed nations have risen. No
economist or research agency has upfront denied the possibility of a recession like the
one we witnessed in 2008, probably even greater.

Statistics of rising unemployment rate, slumping stocks, overall downslide in the
economic indicators allow us to cautiously draw parallels between the 2008 recession
and current times without overstating the gravity of the economic situation we are
about to see in the near future.

Lessons from recession of 2008 enable the insurers to walk into the coming difficult
times better prepared. Though discounts and PAYD could be an immediate go-to
strategy, the long-term strategy will be based on the economic landscape followed by
the crisis.



Lessons for Motor Insurance from the 2008 Recession

There have been extensive studies on recession and road accidents. The studies show
that road accidents are pro-cyclical which means that the rate of accidents moves in the
same direction as macroeconomic conditions deviate above or below the long-term
linear trend.

This relationship suggests that accidents temporarily rise during economic expansions
(i.e. when unemployment decreases) and falls during economic contractions (i.e. when
unemployment increases).

Common-sense explanation for that phenomenon is that in tough times, companies
cut jobs (reducing the number of commuters), and consumers buy fewer goods
(reducing the number of big-rigs and other cargo vehicles on the road).

But statistics showed a different picture following the 2008 recession. In a research
titled “Did the Great Recession keep bad drivers off the road?” published by Vikram
Maheshri and Clifford Winston, a clear correlation between the rise in unemployment
and reduction in risky drivers is brought forth.

The study interestingly shows, recessions don’t necessarily affect how many miles the
average driver drives, but they do change the composition of drivers on the road. As
unemployment rises, more dangerous drivers drive less, while safer drivers drive more.

Why would risky drivers travel less during recessions? According to Winston and
Maheshri, "One possibility is that a correlation between less safe drivers and risk
aversion is reinforced by economic downturns." In other words, financial crises make
the public worry more, and that worry influences driving habits.



Why is "Pay As You Drive" a better option than 
Discounts?

Implementation of technology which supports usage-based insurance in
the current times where the driving hours (and miles) have drastically reduced due
change in consumer behavior, helps customers pick out a more cost-effective and
transparent policy.

Adoption of PAYD helps address the current concerns of the customers of insufficient
returns in form of discounts, lack of education about their existing policy, exposure to
penalties due to cancellation of policies as auto insurance is compulsory.

It also addresses transparency concern of customers, which allows insurers to know
what they are paying for and why if the insurer is inclined to share the latter. Discounts
fail to answer this concern.
In addition, PAYD also helps open a wide range of opportunities for insurers to,

• Build a presence in digital life of customers. This helps in understanding them
better, actively engaging with them for greater opportunities for up-sell.

• Unlock data to understand driver behavior (if the driver gives permission) which
helps in better understanding of risk.

• Enhance premium calculation, and claim frequency models based on data
received.

• Use the data for portfolio segmentation and cohort assessment.
• Reward safe drivers to uplift customer retention.
• Once driving mileage resumes back to normal, provide PAYD users an option of Pay

How You Drive (PHYD) policy.



Pay How You Drive
PAYD’s hardware and software implementation can further be leveraged to unlock Pay
How You Drive (PHYD) policy.

PHYD solution measures data points like speeding, hard braking, acceleration,
distraction while driving, and fatigue level to determine the behavior of the driver, not
simply mileage. This solution helps in profiling the risk associated with the driver and
helps them segment as "high-risk drivers" and "low-risk drivers".

Technology collects information on multiple attributes stated above to decide the risk.
This risk is quantified into a “safety score”.

This concept is more customer-centric and helps in initiating a change in driver
behavior, which if effectively channelled can improve how safely an individual drives
and impacts claims in the long run.

Kruzr: Designed for Insurers with Policyholders in 
Mind
• Kruzr understands consumer behavior is changing hence facilitate insurers in their

transition from traditional insurance to tech-enabled policies.
• Kruzr’s technology platform will enable insurers to provide PAYD policy which

further could be leveraged to provide our custom PHYD solutions.
• Kruzr’s customer engaging platform to make policies transparent for customers

and in return build trust for insurers in the crisis.
• Kruzr’s modular technology platform to give insurers a competitive edge by helping

them better assess drivers’ usage and behavior.
• Kruzr is an Motor Insurance technology platform with Plug & Play solutions Pay-As-

You-Drive, Pay-how-you-drive (measure driver behaviour), and driver safety
solutions.

Kruzr's Pay-As-You Drive Solution

Kruzr's platform can be harnessed by Insurers to launch PAYD solutions with minimal
effort. We've build modules for Self-declaration offerings as well as Miles per month
policy types as well. Self-declare is a software only solution, while Miles-per-month
requires either CarPlay/Android Auto or a low-cost OBD-2 device. Miles per trip
offerings requires a custom hardware which we are currently developing to empower
Insurers to provide all forms of PAYD policies.



Kruzr's Pay-How-You Drive Solution

Using Kruzr's driving behaviour measurement module, Insurers can provide their
customers with a PHYD offerings. Kruzr's safety score is a much more accurate
reflection of driving risk, as it's truly contextual w.r.t. real-time traffic conditions and
comprehensive.

Our technology empowers accurate actuarial and pricing models, allowing true policy
personalization.

Kruzr's Preventive Safety Solution

At the heart of Kruzr's is Driving Assistance technology built to comprehend high-risk
situations and guide the driver to avoid over-speeding, drowsy driving, accident hot-
spots, and manage distractions.

These offerings are valuable not only for PAYD or PHYD customers, but every driver in
your portfolio. Helping not just measure risk, but manage it.

Shaping the future of Motor Insurance together
We believe that the changes in consumer behavior due COVID-19 crisis represents a
massive opportunity for insurers to get customers to adopt their technology offerings.
While PAYD is the perfect offering now, and until driving gets back to normal, it
represents the best opportunity for us to build a presence in the digital lives of
customers. Using this platform, we can help them transition to PHYD insurance.

We believe that Three P's will define the future of motor insurance: Personalization,
Prevention, and customer Partnership. And we'd love to work with you towards building
this future.
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